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he Lost Fens: England’s Greatest Ecological Disaster

y I.D. Rotherham; Stroud: The History Press, 2013, 207 pp.

The Tenth Annual Gather ‘Round the Table Discussion
f the Rural Studies and Agricultural History Section of
he Western Social Science Association focused on The Lost
ens: England’s Greatest Ecological Disaster by Ian Rother-
am. An ecologist, landscape historian, and prolific author,
otherham has authored works on topics ranging from
xotic species to the loss of cultural knowledge and ties.
n The Lost Fens, he aims to do nothing less than tell the
tory of England’s greatest ecological tragedy and capture
ll the losses that accompanied it. From 1600 to the 1990s,
etween 6,000 and 10,000 square kilometers of fenland
wetland) were obliterated. An investigation of the two
reat fenlands of England, the Northern and the South-
rn Fen, reveals both a visible and an invisible ecological
ragedy. The author contends that the fens loss “consti-
ute[s] the greatest single loss of wildlife habitat . . . maybe
n Europe (p. 22).” Tragedy came in the form of a loss of

emory and cultural resources as well as in the obvious
ass loss of plant and animal life.
The book’s introduction offers an overview of the fens

nd their drainage. The conquest and transformation of
he wetlands took place over centuries and bridged the
ap between medieval and modern England. In step with
he times, drainage was just one act among many agri-
ultural “improvements” that transformed low-lying areas.
arly land reclamations through drainage, however, were
nly partial victories for people, who discovered the hidden
ower of silt, storms, and shrinkage. Also, through the cen-
uries, the Fens and their converted successor forms were
contested resources” (p. 11). Not all people supported
eclamation, and some resisted. Reclamation culminated
n the twentieth century, when technology and earlier
uccesses ensured final victories and final losses. The trans-
ormation had unforeseen consequences. The opening of
ew land through the removal of excess water resulted in
ooding, carbon release, and a loss of biodiversity.

The subsequent chapters of the book address all that
ame before, with, and after the fens’ drainage. Chap-

er One explores “Changing Perceptions” and explains the
ntipathies and sympathies that resulted in the transfor-
ation of the fens. Chapter Two describes the fenlands,

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.soscij.2015.10.005
362-3319/
locating them both in time and space by tying them to
human markers over the millennia. Chapter Three fol-
lows by sifting through natural history to capture “The
Flora and Fauna of the Ancient Fens.” Chapter Four traces
the early modern impetus for reclamation and the earli-
est land reclamation efforts, which dated to the Romans.
Chapter Five arrives at the Great Drainage, bringing out
the Dutch brain behind it and even acts of eco-tage (e.g.,
the destruction of drains) in the fens that preceded the
English Civil War. Chapter Six addresses the three centuries
of momentum that came after the Civil War  and effected
the full subdual of the land. Chapter Seven highlights the
peat cutters, whose small deeds put the finishing touches
on the fens’ destruction as well as on their own demise.
Chapter Eight, titled “Destruction and Rebirth,” describes
twentieth-century countercurrents in both thought and
action toward the fens, and ends with a call to action. Chap-
ter Nine, titled “The Future,” lists restoration efforts and
touches on the predicament of the planet, asking readers to
contemplate whether the real loss actually comes from the
unknown losses, which exceed the known and documented
losses.

The Lost Fens succeeds in establishing the magnitude
and scope of the destruction. The book’s description of the
causes and manner of loss convinces. It offers insight into
the loss of nature and the culture built on it. The book car-
ries readers across centuries and leaves them in a relevant
present.

The Lost Fens is a far-reaching account, but such sweep-
ing stories raise questions. The thesis and the superlative
subtitle beg for comparisons to other English eco-disasters
and to other instances of mass drainage, where wetlands
fell under “the pernicious gaze of the drainage engineer” (p.
24). The author describes drainage efforts in Western and
Central Europe, but does not include the Prypiat’ Marshes
in Ukraine. His references to North American reclamation
could be more informed. He does not include the work
of environmental historian Ann Vileisis or the work of his
compatriot, the late historical geographer Hugh Prince. One
might also question whether the fens’ drainage was one
disaster or a series of disparate acts, with each building
on the unintended consequences of the last. The distinct

periods of drainage took place sometimes over a century
from one another. No doubt, each new drainage project
depended on earlier alterations, but it remains a question
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as to how species responded and fared after each successive
act of alteration.

The book does not offer any scientific breakthroughs
to understand the fens, their composition, or their uses.
Known sources in letters and conventional scientific meth-
ods guide the discussions. To recreate the fens and past
landscapes, the author turns to travel narratives and logs,
official papers, landowner records, and even hunting notes
and food recipes. Archeological studies also figure as evi-
dence, and animal, human, plant, and soil remains provide
fossil records of nature in the past. These records and
other pieces of evidence come to the reader almost entirely
through secondary sources. Rotherham does succeed in
recasting these sources; he takes a critical approach to
accounts in letters, recognizing some as “anecdotal and
incidental” (p. 77), disputing other descriptions, and apply-
ing reasoning to pinpoint changes, as he does with the
moors’ vegetation (p. 96).

Rotherham gives people the upper hand in this nar-
rative. Aware of limits and agents, he stresses “nature
recovers and drives the colonizers back—but usually suc-
cumbs eventually” (p. 99). The effects of drainage, an
example of this, persisted and created unanticipated prob-
lems long after the water’s removal. Without water, peat
contracted, and, when flooding came, the water level was
below the drainage intakes constructed when the peat
level was higher. The result was a drainage system that
failed to work after the initial drainage. The book could
give even more agency to processes and elements com-
monly characterized as “natural”. Wet  and dry cycles and
their connection to fires, and fire’s tie to natural renewal
processes, could have received more consideration and dis-
cussion in the narrative. People make the history in this
book, but here as elsewhere, according to the classic adage,
they do not control the circumstances under which they
make it.

His emphasis on the final stage of the fens’ destruc-
tion reinforces the work’s declensionist narrative of people
and environment. He titles the final episode “Stripping the
Flesh from the Bones.” He describes the late-nineteenth and
twentieth-century fens being in their “final death throes”
(p. 163). His conclusions about devastation and the high
costs of losses depart from recent trends in environmental
studies, which cast the nature of Europe and surrounding

areas as benefiting from millennia of human presence and
managed use. Loss, not gardens or gains in biodiversity, was
the result of human activity in this case. He ends with a call
to action, but holds out only limited hope for the future. His
w

last words on global environmental devastation leave the
fens—and the reader—in an uneasy resting place.

As historical narrative, The Lost Fens could have more
effect. A few of the choices of organization affect readabil-
ity and clarity, such as offering an overview of all of human
use and then a description of changing perceptions before
describing the actual fens themselves. In other places, the
effects of drainage are discussed before the ecosystems
where the drainage occurred are described. The book leaves
some loose ends. It touches on interesting moments, but
then leaves some of them hanging. Last, the work’s lack of
endnotes will bother some readers. All of these issues may
prevent readers from investing and profiting as much as
they could.

The Lost Fens prompts neither a revision of eco-
devastation studies nor environmental history, but the
book’s breadth and detail on a lost past offers its own
rewards. The author demonstrates how to craft a deep-
time storyline and engage cultural and natural history at
the same time. The book is pioneering in a field that has not
yet addressed many areas outside of North America, and its
pages treat people and nature in a way that they have rarely
been treated outside of North America. Rotherham’s call to
action and his discussion of the future of the fens extend
the book beyond the dead past and enable it to speak to the
policy and practice of preservation and restoration. The Lost
Fens, complete with references to Shakespeare and World
War  I, should be a first-choice book for any college-level
course on British history or geography. Lending itself to
use and setting itself apart from almost other history texts,
the book comes complete with many maps and diagrams,
illustrations, color plates, and full-page side bars. The book,
which stands out for several reasons, demands the atten-
tion of historians, environmentalists, policy-makers, and
casual readers. All would be wise to read it. Some might
discover the missing unknowns.
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